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EXCERPTS  FROM  THE BOOK OF THE DOOR BY J.CALKINS IN PREP 
 
PROLOGUE 
 
We started east as the sun rose.  Aimed at the door, we thought to reach it by midnight.  
A midnight bathed in light for it was midsummer and the sun showed her face at all 
times.  A midnight bathed in salt, and in sand, for we stood upon the land that once 
housed the sea. 

Our footsteps crackled and some of us felt we might not make it, that the promise 
of the door would not sustain us through the days of endless sun.  
 
The sun reflects like a beacon and she leaps, landing near the entrance of a cave.  Desert 
dog cave, desert dog howler. 
 

From whence did we come?  From the west, from the north from a land of ice, 
now underwater, now temperate, now warm.  From ages past, as when our ancestors 
moved to the land and then, though some died, found the land a good place.  

We focused on sunbeams and saw the eyes in each.  We saw the edge of reality, 
the real out of the corner of the eye.  

We stepped forward, or what we felt was forward, toward the glow that was our 
goal—toward the fire that was the door.  At this step we all wept and we all laughed, and 
then we were silent, hearing only the broad laughter of the earth at our travels, the hilarity 
of the frogs emerging like spirits from hidden springs. 

 
And on this day came frogs, beautiful and free from defilement.  Desert dog bark! 
Then, another step, another moment, time, a quake and we were thrown back by 

the roar of the earth and we approached the crevasse.  Step by step we reached a canyon  
ad deep as infinity and wide as the sky which broke through the ground bridging the 
temporal and the extra-temporal.    How we might cross was held in the barking of the 
desert dog—at least, that is how we heard it.  As an ant can move a bridge with love a 
dog’s voice in that time was more beautiful than all.  We tried to find that dog love inside 
ourselves.  It was not easy for we each came from a place where love was difficult if not 
downright dangerous. 
 She had her throat slit through love. 
 He his wrists. 
 One danced on hot coals to the laughter of a crowd by it. 
 And me?  (yes, I am a self). We can simply say I died of it. 
 

 
If you hear the desert dog howl perhaps you might not come back, for why return once 
you’ve become the vortex, the center of the storm? 
 
 But to survive the desert and cross the crevasse, love was the only possible bridge.  
We were lucky, for out of the desert came loping a desert dog.  Spare, the color of the 
sand, your picture books might call her a dingo, or perhaps a coyote, some felt she 
resembled a wild African dog, some a wolf and even one of us felt she was a brindled 
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pitbull—she came to us because dogs smell need.  And respond with unconditional love 
and knew her bark was not enough.  We were lucky.  She knew. 
 
If you could see with the eyes of a dog you too would know, the earth has a frame, a 
skeleton that rides on pure light.  Only the bridges built with bone allow us to cross from 
one place to another. 
 

We tried to remember what we knew about dogs from our lives.  It was difficult.  
The desert dog was almost as mysterious as the empty crevasse—as the air that filled the 
empty crevasse.  The desert dog was lonely.  But she was not.  The desert dog was wise.  
The desert dog was not.  All this we gave to her, placed on her thin shoulders, only for it 
to slip off again and leave us no wiser than before.  We gave it up and only saw her, her 
dark eyes, pointed ears, brown and black markings, delicate feet, soft pads, claws and 
teeth.  We knew she must breath air for we felt her breath.  We knew she ate meat for we 
noted the blood.  We loved her for her wagging tail.  We loved her for her soft fur and her 
eyes, and for her love, that moved to us and carried us across the crevasse, like herded 
sheep, or tiny sparrows.  We landed in that new place and spread like invasive species.  
And because it was love that carried us there our hearts shed pieces that flew into the 
crevasse turning to petals and confetti, streaming down below.  We grieved to be 
separated from that desert dog.  Our darling, our love. 
 
And the desert dog loped away.  Focused, tensed and ready, the desert dog hunted 
through the night.  Tensed and leaping, caught between her paws—a mouse with 
kangaroo legs and brilliant black eyes.  A squeak and a crush.  Desert dog. 
 

Once across the crevasse, we were in darkness.  We had not moved between or 
beneath the same sky.  We no longer had the shelter of a knowable cosmos.  We were 
afraid.  We searched for light, the moon above our heads, a match beneath our feet.  In 
the darkness, we felt the roar of the land, a rumble that moved up through the soles of our 
feet to the crown of our heads and one, perhaps one who was fence lizard, or maybe 
beech tree, reached both hands into space and brought back a torch, alight, in a wind that 
was not the same as the wind we felt blowing around our little huddled group.   

What we saw.  A path in front that broke through a forest both elfin and giant.  
Short, twined moss covered trees dwarfed by ageless redwoods, diameters large as a city 
block.  Palm trees and orchids, yuccas and cactus, all forms of vegetable life.  The energy 
blew us back.  And in the path, foot prints, paw prints, from something large, from the 
beast, as they called her, the beast of Revelation, the beast of Rudra’s deep forest.   
 
Her roar is a frog’s call. Her roar an angel; volcano. 
 

Who stepped on the path first?  We were all first, simultaneous, as was our 
pledge.  Made ages ago in a different place.  The first step was a delight, mossy and soft, 
springing back, our shoes evaporated and we were barefoot, the moss caressing and 
carrying our feet.  The second step was a trial, our bodies propelling through the air there 
differently than any other place we had ever been.  It was not air, it was something else—
our clothing disappeared and we were naked in the breeze.  It felt like water, like oil, 
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moving about our skin.  The third step and we were in the forest, the plants were singing 
and sighing, we were filled with sound and our skin, our veins and arteries, our nerves 
disappeared.  We were bone and organ.  The fourth step and our organs vanished.  The 
fifth step our bones.  What was left?  No one could say, except that it was nothing and not 
nothing, pure pain and no pain, immense pleasure and pure absence of pleasure, desire, 
fear all and none.  We saw and heard through organs that no longer existed and each step 
was filled with ease and torment.  At step 108 we emerged into the center of the forest, 
having experienced no other creatures, only the myriad of plants—from all places and all 
times.  Growing, as we moved—feeding on the objects we sloughed off, our clothing, our 
skin, bones and veins, our hearts and brains.  Our eyeballs.  In the center of the forest, the 
clearing, we paused, or rather we were paused. 
 
Her roar will invade, disturb and enslave you. 
 

To our left, in what felt like a moment, was a figure—this figure was a man.  We 
could only touch a piece of it with our minds.  We had become more since being stripped, 
but not so much more that he was clear to us.  But in his figure we knew was wilderness 
itself—that which we long for, that we reach toward, that we cower from that we 
annihilate.  That figure, like the Christ of our mythology, or perhaps a deified Buddha, 
walked towards us, we who were now nothing, and gave us each our own piece of 
something larger, so again we had shape.  Our shapes were as they had been before we 
entered the forest, yet subtly different; we felt the difference but knew it not.   
 
Desert dog. 
 

We felt he was quite kindly.  We wished to bring him to tea.  He was a light, a 
flame, arising and the forest was fire.  We were burned, we were scattered with the 
energy and the wind of his sacrifice we were collateral sacrifice, we stepped out the other 
side of the woods and found the road.  We stepped back into time, and there was the 
imageless, Jehovah, and his sky-wide father, El.   
 
Into the emptiness they cried 
 

We were surprised by the two, like conjoined twins, staring from four eyes two 
mouths, staring from ten eyes five mouths staring from one million eyes 500,000 mouths.  
Staring from an infinity.  We, in our group, felt quite small, and quite tired.  Our bodies 
having returned to us, were heaving and immovable.  We wanted him.them to tell us what 
to do but he.they only stared at us, then burst into flame. 
 
And they yoked him to war.  And in this way forgot him. 
 

And we passed the fire, moving along the road that opened through the fields like 
a tongue.  The road seemed to consume the land before us.  One of us turned around to 
peek, and felt a salty ash fall upon his face as the fire roared into nothing.  Stone gardens 
and water, we thirsted and hungered.  We carried our bodies heavily again.  The heat 
embraced us and we sweated, red and metallic.  We saw snakes along the road and frogs, 
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hawks diving and centipedes.  None of the creatures we expected in that environment of 
shrubs and fields, species of the rain forest, species of the desert.  Collected by a crazed 
hand and deposited on the same path we walked.  Collected as we were, headed towards 
the door as we were.  These were the beings we could see and smell, feel and taste.  We 
hungered but we ate not, we thirsted but we drank not.  It was a silence immense.  We 
craved the end.  We wanted to shed our bodies again and a few of us, sitting on rocks for 
a restful moment, nearly gave up the ghost.  But when one started to fall, the others lifted 
him, the others carried her.   
 Through the fields, slight rolling hills and clear blue sky, followed by such forms 
of life in death as I cannot even describe now.  There are pictures of them, and they will 
tell you. 
 
 
And on this day they meet and on this day the eggs and sperm became zygotes, become 
morula, become being become tadpoles and pollywogs and finally new frogs—and they 
are still perfect.  
 

This is how long we walked:  we walked our feet bloody our bodies desiccated.  
We walked until our fingernails scraped earth and our toenails curled black and around.  
Our hair long and matted and our bodies mummified.  We walked until the skin fled our 
bones and our matted hair collapsed into the earth below.  In our transformation we were 
horrible and vulgar, we coupled dryly in the dust and rose up, flakes flying.  In our 
transformation we were frightening.  In our transformation we were decay, snakes simply 
backbones, cats simply skeletons, plants simply cellulose bacteria alive on the flesh and 
then broken.  The slugs a trail of protein shining in the sun, a trail leading to the door.   
 
May all beings  
 

And after we had become dust, we heard her. 
 
May all beings  
 

Her roar was the sound of origin and extinction.  Of the blind path of evolution.  It 
was the most beautiful sound I ever heard.   
 
May all beings be free 
 

And when I heard the roar I leaped with all that I was, spark of amber spark of 
ant, spark of tree, spark of human, into the flame. 
 
from suffering. 
 

And the other side was the door. 
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From Part 1 
91* 
the teacher 
my  
love too soon 
 
[…]my love  
a wren 
tail up 
 
this beak  
this flight 
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INTERVIEW WITH SPECIAL AGENT WILLIAM SYKES 
FROM INTERVIEWS WITH UNCOMMON FOLK 
by Cary Elson 
 
CE.  So you feel guilty about the act? 
 
WK.  It’s nothing about regret or guilt.  It’s about fury.  Like those women they tell us 
about in school, The Furies—flapping around me so that I can’t see or think.   

I signed up because I wanted to go to college.  The program seemed perfect for 
someone like me.  My parents couldn’t help me pay for school and I didn’t want to take 
out any loans—that seemed too big a binding to the governmental loan agency—years and 
years.  But the military was perfect—you trade service for cash and cash for school.   

I ended up here because I was damn good.  Smart, quick, strong and fearless.  In 
the battle for Vancouver it was my group of men that penetrated The Sanctuary before 
the mounted police even knew we were there.  I was charged with bringing 34 men in and 
out after planting both bombs and propaganda (boxes filled with chocolate1 and promises 
for what those that stayed home, or even better left town for the states, would get, bigger 
and better tvs and cars and silks and satins…whatever tickled their fancies).  Vancouver 
toppled with barely a sound save the explosions of precisely timed bombs later that 
day—35 to be exact, one for each of us.   We killed 2,000 people, nearly all the members 
of the Sanctuary, and wounded more than 10,000.  It was a great success.  And after this I 
was rewarded handsomely with a promotion to the Elite Force of Special Operations 
Warrior Class 7 (EFSOW 7).   

I should have been suspicious when I realized that I was the only troupe assigned 
to the newly formed Force of Exploratory Research.  But I had been in the military long 
enough to know that don’t ask don’t tell did not just refer to the gays or those secret 
practitioners of faith other than our state-mandated worship of the president as Christ’s 
second coming.2  It also referred to responses to strange, incoherent or seemingly 
irrational orders.3   

                                                
1 At this point, chocolate imports and exports into countries outside of the United 
Federation of Southern Countries (El Federacion de Paises Sur) was strictly controlled by 
the U.S.  It was considered an illicit product and this allowed the US to manipulate 
market value and also gave the military a chance for target practice when acting against 
“illegal” cultivators of cacao in the Southern Countries.   
2 Few people actually believed the president was God incarnate but they thought it was 
just one of his little whims and if their worship made him happy, so much the better, 
maybe he’d lower taxes in return for their loyalty.  Certainly their little altars served as 
some protection from the capture and disappearance of family members (either by the 
insurgency or the government).   
 
3 Although, if one’s men were put into unnecessary danger by the orders it was not 
unusual for a commander to questions these orders.  Unfortunately, he was usually court 
martialed for insubordination.  E.g. Colonel Clearwater’s refusal to dump mercury into 
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Now I know I was the only one in this elite group because I was skillful, yes, but 
also because I had nothing to lose, no one left to ask questions if I vanished.  By this time, 
my parents were dead and I was pretty much alone.  The two years I’d spent in the 
military had been times of focus and isolation.  And I had loved it.  I had an inheritance 
but at this point the money was not why I was in the military anymore.   

At any rate, I was the sacrifice—getting me in and out of the land of the door, 
they claimed, would be easy for someone who had been sneaking in and out of the secure 
buildings of the western world.  And they knew how to do it now—they’d figured out 
the one hard thing, the key in—they’d learned the key was the woman.   

                                                                                                                                            
the drinking water to counteract the fluoridation and protect the men’s precious vital 
fluids resulted in his suspension from the army and a jail time of five years.   
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From Part 2 
 
The scene is many years later or many years before or simultaneously.  Mr. Carter is 
sitting cross-legged on a tiny rock island in the middle of the sea.  He holds the journal 
he carried on the Elizabeth’s fateful journey—the journal for which he was tortured.  He 
is skeletal, his body sunken from dehydration although the wounds he suffered at the 
hands of Mr. Bellrock are not in evidence. Behind him the journal scrolls on an 
enormous screen—black writing on an old parchment with covered with water stains. An 
impersonal voice reads from the journal offstage.   
 
8 September.  I have not looked in a mirror for 9 months.  I can feel my skin purpling and 
buckling.  This ship, this Elizabeth, has swallowed me whole.   
 Mr. Mercer refuses to eat and Captain Rogaeat ordered me to strap him to a 
board, break his jaws and pour our stinking, spoilt and worm-ridden porridge down his 
godforsaken throat.  Today was my first day of force-feeding Mr. Mercer and I have 
clothing stained with his spittle and vomit to thank for it.  Captain Rogaeat, perhaps in his 
misguided wisdom, believes that the others will follow Mercer out of dread and loyalty.  
He claims blindness to the light and deafness to the roar that has followed us for the last 
seven days. 
 13 September.  Mr. Mercer died early this morning.  Perhaps our ministrations 
were too violent?  Captain Rogaeat’s insistence of 5 days of force feeding, rather than 
bringing Mercer to his knees, alive, sent him, spitting up blood, flat on his back, dead.  
Back to his maker we threw him the sea and while Rogaeat insisted that we turn our 
backs to his body, a few of us murmured a prayer for the dead, so at least Christ above 
might recognize the broken and welcome him to heaven—where I, for my part, believe 
he belongs. 
 1 October.  The moon is quite full tonight so I need not waste a candle to write.  
The roar has grown louder.  It is constant and the ship vibrates.  The lights dance like 
segmented rainbows and some of the crew say they see snakes creeping through the sky.  
Captain Rogaeat seems not to notice these things, although his right eye has started 
twitching.  This may be from the three new starvers rather than the light, however.  
Minton, Cracer and Yognisly have refused to eat.  Many of the rest of the men happily 
consume the starvers’ portions despite the Captain’s order to leave the food out and let it 
rot.   The Captain is threatening to force-feed the men, although to lose another in this 
manner might prove very destabilizing to the order that seems to continue to maintain the 
ship.   
 The starvers claim their fast comes from their desire to know our mission.  It is no 
coincidence that these starvers, Mercer, and now the three, were pressed onto the ship 
after a stop in Brighton.  They are not sailors nor are they military men.  They insist they 
“have their rights.”  The Captain laughs these claims off as he laughs off the roar.  He has 
tied them up, in a seated position and lashed them to the masts so that they are forced to 
endure the weather.  They talk to us as we go about our business—and what they whisper 
makes it clear why the Captain wishes to treat them as lunatics.  They claim we are 
sailing to the land of the Door—to the place were death dallies with young ladies and 
many torments too horrible to imagine take place to live folk that venture there.  They 
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claim our government has sent us on this journey—we are bait—and when the beast is 
drawn out of her lair they plan to trap her and thus possess death’s beast and all of the 
powers that belong to her.  These are the things they whisper—the Captain just smiles, 
pointing out the apparatus of a ship of the line.  “We are no vessel of exploration,” he 
laughs, pointing out our 54 guns, our extensive stores of gunpowder, the history of the 
ship herself.   
 Many of the crew believe him—perhaps out of gullibility, perhaps out of simple 
desire.  I am not sure any more—I do not believe we follow the trail correctly, I believe 
we are off a few degrees.  And I wonder about the roar—which some claim is the 
waterfall at the end of the world.   
 
 31 October.  The starvers have died.  Strange, their last breaths came during my 
watch, midnight, they seemed to go at the same moment.  The night was so clear that the 
stars seemed to envelope us.  The starvers spoke to me, they were so emaciated they were 
as one person.  They warned me that death was nothing compared to where we headed.  I 
gave them water, which dribbled out of their mouths.  Their skin dried and cracked, their 
eyes bulging and their lips sunken, they died so peacefully, I am almost jealous of them.  
We buried them at sea, it looks as though they slipped happily away.  The captain 
attempted to dishonor their deaths but we read a passage and silently wished them on 
their way.   
 And now what?  We have lost a quarter of the crew and there are grumblings.  
There always are grumbling aboard a ship, but these are different, as though some are of 
the crew are under some form of possession.  Indeed, there are times when I see the devil 
on the horizon in the form of a great beast.   
 But, though I am not possessed, the roar invades my body and pierces my ears 
and I too crave to take the ship out of the hands of our captain, for he is clearly mad.  But 
then, I fear a mutiny would require much spilt blood.  
 When the starvers died, a star met them. 
 1 January.  I have been silent many months.  We have lost our way.  The captain 
forbids our taking bearings and indeed deposited the compass into the sea just after the 
death of the starvers.  The sky is clear but few know how to steer by the stars, and given 
that, indeed, no log-book has been kept—by captain’s orders.  Strange as well, the 
weather offers us no guide.  By day we have searing sun, torrential rains, freezing ice and 
snowfall; we have calm seas and 20 foot waves that threaten to sink us in one swoop.  We 
have perfect wind, no wind, and wind so hard we are forced to fly only a few sails.  The 
nights, however, never seem to differ.  They are calm and clear with a light wind.  As the 
sun dips down it is as though a hand has come over us, protecting us from all that is 
weather.  But as it rises, the hand lifts away and we are forced to suffer all forms of 
violence nature can bring.  The water is warm or covered with ice or cold and clear—we 
have yet to hit an iceberg but as they suddenly loom where they were not, under tropical 
suns suddenly hidden by clouds and, it is perhaps only a matter of time before one stops 
our ship and throws us into that vast, changeable, unknown sea.  I should be full of fear 
but for some reason, I have lost all sense of anxiety.  It is as though all is so strange and 
unpredictable that I have entered a place in my mind free of all expectations.  And the 
roar, oddly, I hear music inside from time to time.  It shakes my body and sometimes I 
sense a rhythm through my heart.   
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 It is also strange, the captain seems to feel or sense none of this.  It is as though he 
were sailing on a completely different vessel; perhaps off of the coast of South America, 
where the conditions might be changeable, but nothing so extreme as this.  He never 
admitted the roar, and before, I disbelieved him, but now I really believe he does not 
sense it.  He calls orders that differ from what we do, and yet he perceives that we have 
done his bidding and we perceive that we have fulfilled his orders.  I do not feel as 
though I am insane and that most of the rest of the crew perceives in the way I do means 
we are either sane or all, in total, victims of some massive insanity—and the captain 
alone is sane.  
 2  March.  She is singing through her growl, that devil I thought I saw, that beast, 
she is beautiful and her roar is a purr.  She sings and the pigeon dances on the waves.  I 
do not understand where we are, but I know our goal as a ship of the line is lost.  We will 
never capture the Door, the captain is dead and we are adrift.  They will call us mutineers 
or deserters, they will try to wring the truth from us.  We will never tell them because we 
cannot.  We reached the Door.  By sea, despite the maps that claimed otherwise, that 
claim the Door sits at the edge of a great canyon, near a deep woods and in the center of 
an immense desert.  But we reached it despite those maps our wretched leader, our 
“captain” stowed away, among the government papers, and orders.  These maps burned 
up when the sun arise, but I had a glimpse and knew that the way to the Door was not in 
those maps, but through those maps.   
 The captain never realized this even as we passed through the changeable sea.  He 
was deaf to the roar, senseless to the clime, and blind to the strange forms of life and that 
began to emerge from the water alongside our boat, like dolphins playing in our wake—
human/nothuman, cat/notcat, fern/notfern, worm/notworm.  
 The force blowing us back was immeasurable and only increased as did the roar 
and the sound of song almost like two voices now, a troubadour and a beast.   The 
captain, senseless to the power that enveloped and took control of us, continued to call 
meaningless orders.  Gradually, however, a sliver of light reached in through his ears and 
plucked at his eyes.   
 I have never seen a man crack in that way before…I thought he would massacre 
the crew single-handedly and indeed he bloodied two sailors with a scimitar (we knew 
not that he had such a thing hidden in his bunk) before, amidst the chaos, swallowing a 
ball of shot and dying despite the surgeon’s attempts to rescue his poor blown out body.   
 We threw him into the sea, and the sea herself rose up to claim him—that sea we 
weathered sailors early on might have claimed to know in all senses of the world that sea 
took him as something foreign to us, out of our reach and desirable.  And in that sea rode 
creatures of all forms, including that shadowy, magnificent but near invisible form of the 
huge beast, transparent to our vision, clear in our mind’s eye.  
 The sea…the beast, they consumed the captain—unlike any normal burial at sea 
he was consumed and while consuming him, that blood red roiling ocean spit us right 
back out.   
 3 October.  We are familiar waters but we are not recovered.  We are simply 
placed where that mad ocean decided to put us, cast out as neatly as Cain was sent east.  
We sail who knows where for we are a ship without captain and care not for destination, 
we are not anything, we are only not.  We are low on water and nearly devoid of food.  I 
will jump ship at the first island we meet, for the sea has shown me no match for her, she 
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has broken my heart.  I will jump ship even if I must swim a day and a night to reach 
shore.  I suspect the others secretly plan to do the same and leave this poor sad whore of a 
vessel to her fate in that wide sea she tried to betray. 
 


